






















In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.
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In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.
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Open concept with galley kitchen. 

Featuring extra length deck.

Plan A
JR. ONE BEDROOM 
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In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.
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Open concept with beautiful country 

kitchen, perfect for entertaining. 

Full walk-in closet with his & her sinks 

in bath.

Plan B
ONE BEDROOM 
ONE BATH    

591 SQ FT
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In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.
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DEN

ENTRY

Open concept with beautiful country 

kitchen, perfect for entertaining. Full 

walk-in closet with his & her sinks in 

bath. Den perfect for home offi ce.

Plan C
ONE BEDROOM 
ONE BATH & DEN    

639 SQ FT

GREAT
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In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.
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DEN

ENTRY

Open concept with beautiful country 

kitchen featuring a huge pantry for 

extra storage. Full walk-in closet. 

Den perfect for home offi ce.

Plan D
ONE BEDROOM 
ONE BATH & DEN    

701 SQ FT
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In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.
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LINEN

Open concept with gorgeous country 

kitchen featuring enormous deck for 

outdoor living. Full walk-in master 

closet with his & her sinks in ensuite.

Plan E
TWO BEDROOM 
TWO BATH    

828 SQ FT

ONLY 5 REMAIN!



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.
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Open concept with gorgeous country 

kitchen featuring large deck for 

outdoor living. Full walk-in master 

closet with his & her sinks in ensuite. 

Plan F
TWO BEDROOM 
TWO BATH    

840 SQ FT

ONLY 3 REMAIN!



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.
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Open concept with gorgeous country 

kitchen perfect for entertaining. Full 

walk-in master closet with his & her 

sinks in ensuite. 

Plan G
TWO BEDROOM 
TWO BATH    

857 SQ FT

ONLY 6 REMAIN!



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.
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Open concept with gorgeous country 

kitchen perfect for entertaining. 

Enormous deck for outdoor living. 

Full walk-in master closet with his & 

her sinks in ensuite. 

Plan J
TWO BEDROOM 
TWO BATH    

886  928 SQ FT

Please note: Building 4 unit numbers 104, 204, 214, 

304, 314, 404, 414 & 506 have a slightly different 

entry layout and entry closet. Please see architectural 

plans for exact layout & size if important to you.

BALCONY

GREAT
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OOM

te: Building 4 unit numbers 104, 204, 214, 

304, 314, 404, 414 & 506 have a slightly different

entry layout and entry closet. Please see architectural 

plans for exact layout & size if important to you.

SOLD OUT



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.
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DEN
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Open concept with beautiful country 

kitchen perfect for entertaining. Full 

walk-in master closet with his & her 

sinks in ensuite. Den perfect for a 

home offi ce.

Please note: Units of this plan type in buildings 3 and 

4 have a slightly smaller 2nd bedroom and closet size. 

Please see architectural plans for exact layout & size if 

important to you.

Plan K
JR. TWO BEDROOM 
ONE BATH & DEN     

756  818 SQ FT
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note: Units of this plan type in buildings 3 and 

4 have a slightly smaller 2nd bedroom and closet size. 

Please see architectural plans for exact layout & size if 

important to you.

SOLD OUT



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.
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DEN

ENTRY

Open concept with beautiful country 

kitchen perfect for entertaining. Full 

walk-in master closet with his & 

her sinks in ensuite. Spacious den 

perfect for doubling as a home offi ce 

and guest room.

Plan L
TWO BEDROOM 
TWO BATH & DEN

840 SQ FT

ONLY 1 REMAINS!



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.

MASTER
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GREAT
ROOM BEDROOM

W/D

DEN

ENTRY

Open concept with gorgeous country 

kitchen perfect for entertaining. Full 

walk-in master closet with his & 

her sinks in ensuite. Spacious den 

perfect for doubling as a home offi ce 

and guest room.

Please note: Building 4 unit numbers 108, 208, 308 

and 408 have a different entry with slightly larger 

closet and a larger den. Please see architectural plans 

for exact layout & size if important to you.

Plan M
TWO BEDROOM 
TWO BATH & DEN     

911  965 SQ FT

ONLY 3 REMAIN!



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.

Open concept with gorgeous country 

kitchen perfect for entertaining. Large 

walk-in master closet with his & her 

sinks in ensuite. Optional den perfect 

for formal dining area to create a 

more traditional plan or consider 

options for a true den. 

Please note: 2nd bedroom size varies. Building 4 unit 

numbers 105, 205, 213, 303, 313, 405, 413 & 505 

have a slightly different entry layout. Please see 

architectural plans for exact layout & size if important 

to you.

Plan Q
TWO BED TWO BATH 
OPTIONAL DEN

1,071  1,127 SQ FT
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DEN

ENTRY

LIN.

Please note: 2nd bedroom size varies. Building 4 unit

numbers 105, 205, 213, 303, 313, 405, 413 & 505

have a slightly different entry layout. Please see

architectural plans for exact layout & size if important

to you.
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SOLD OUT



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole 
discretion. All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans occur throughout the development please see architectural plans for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings and marketing materials provided are 
an artist’s conception and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to disclosure statement 
for specific offering details. E.&O.E.
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In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.
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Open concept with galley kitchen. 

Featuring extra length deck.

Plan A
JR. ONE BEDROOM 
ONE BATH

444 SQ FT

ONLY 2 REMAIN!



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.

BALCONY

GREAT
ROOM

BEDROOM

W/D

ENTRY

Open concept with beautiful country 

kitchen, perfect for entertaining. 

Full walk-in closet with his & her sinks 

in bath.

Plan B
ONE BEDROOM 
ONE BATH    

591 SQ FT



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.

BALCONY

GREAT
ROOM

BEDROOM

W/D

DEN

ENTRY

Open concept with beautiful country 

kitchen, perfect for entertaining. Full 

walk-in closet with his & her sinks in 

bath. Den perfect for home offi ce.

Plan C
ONE BEDROOM 
ONE BATH & DEN    

639 SQ FT

ONLY 6 REMAIN!



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.

MASTER
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ENTRY

LINEN

Open concept with gorgeous country 

kitchen featuring enormous deck for 

outdoor living. Full walk-in master 

closet with his & her sinks in ensuite.

Plan E
TWO BEDROOM 
TWO BATH    

828 SQ FT

ONLY 3 REMAIN!



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.

MASTER
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W/D

ENTRY

LINEN

Open concept with gorgeous country 

kitchen perfect for entertaining. Huge 

walk-in master closet with his & her 

sinks in ensuite. 

Plan H
TWO BEDROOM 
TWO BATH    

859 SQ FT



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.

MASTER
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GREAT
ROOM
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W/D

ENTRY

LIN.

Open concept with gorgeous country 

kitchen perfect for entertaining. 

Enormous deck for outdoor living. 

Full walk-in master closet with his & 

her sinks in ensuite. 

Plan J
TWO BEDROOM 
TWO BATH    

886  982 SQ FT

Please note: Building 4 unit numbers 104, 204, 214, 

304, 314, 404, 414 & 506 have a slightly different 

entry layout and entry closet. Please see architectural 

plans for exact layout & size if important to you.

ONLY 3 REMAIN!



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.

MASTER
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W/D

DEN

ENTRY

Open concept with beautiful country 

kitchen perfect for entertaining. Full 

walk-in master closet with his & her 

sinks in ensuite. Den perfect for a 

home offi ce.

Please note: Units of this plan type in buildings 3 and 

4 have a slightly smaller 2nd bedroom and closet size. 

Please see architectural plans for exact layout & size if 

important to you.

Plan K
JR. TWO BEDROOM 
ONE BATH & DEN     

756  818 SQ FT

ONLY 2 REMAIN!



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.

MASTER
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GREAT
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W/D

DEN

ENTRY

LINEN

Open concept with gorgeous country 

kitchen perfect for entertaining. Full 

walk-in master closet with his & her 

sinks in ensuite. Den perfect for a 

home offi ce.

Plan N
TWO BEDROOM 
TWO BATH & DEN     

950 SQ FT

ONLY 3 REMAIN!



In our continuing effort to improve and maintain the high 
standard of The Ridge at Bose Farms development, the developer 
reserves the right to modify or change plans, specifications, 
features and prices without notice. Materials may be substituted 
with equivalent or better at the developer’s sole discretion. 
All dimensions and sizes are approximate and are based on 
architectural measurements. As reverse and/or mirrored plans 
occur throughout the development please see architectural plans 
for exact unit layout if important to you. Illustrations, renderings 
and marketing materials provided are an artist’s conception 
and are intended as a general reference only and are subject to 
change without prior notice. Please ask one of the helpful sales 
staff to reference the architectural set of construction drawings 
for most accurate dimensions and other details. Please refer to 
disclosure statement for specific offering details. E.&O.E.

Open concept with gorgeous country 

kitchen perfect for entertaining. Large 

walk-in master closet with his & her 

sinks in ensuite. Optional den perfect 

for formal dining area to create a 

more traditional plan or consider 

options for a true den. 

Please note: 2nd bedroom size varies. Building 4 unit 

numbers 105, 205, 213, 303, 313, 405, 413 & 505 

have a slightly different entry layout. Please see 

architectural plans for exact layout & size if important 

to you.

Plan Q
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Please note: 2nd bedroom size varies. Building 4 unit

numbers 105, 205, 213, 303, 313, 405, 413 & 505

have a slightly different entry layout. Please see

architectural plans for exact layout & size if important

to you.
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BY KEVIN GRIFFIN, VANCOUVER SUN OCTOBER 1, 2013

Workers finish placing the old Bose family home on its new foundation.

Photograph by: Arlen Redekop, Vancouver Sun

METRO VANCOUVER -- A farm house belonging to a prominent pioneer family in the historic centre of

Surrey has been moved to a new site nearby because of a condominium project.

The Bose family home, where former mayor Bob Bose grew up, has been moved from its spot at 16390

64th Avenue in Cloverdale, to new foundations about 350 metres away.

The farm house, built in 1924, will undergo heritage revitalization, along with a milk shed and potato

barn, with the three buildings incorporated into the new condo development on the Bose farm. The farm

house will be used as guest suites for The Ridge at Bose Farms condo development; the potato barn

will become an amenity centre; and the milk shed will become a tool shed.

The new development will have 253 condo units in four buildings of four storeys in height.

Henry Bose, the Bose patriarch, was born in London, England, in 1868 and arrived in Canada in 1890.

He put down farming roots the area two years later, and served as Surrey mayor from 1905 to 1909.

The wooden house was built with two floors, but had another added in 1939 after a fire destroyed the

cedar shingle roof. Roger Bose, Bob Bose’s twin brother, remembers that his bedroom was on the top

floor looking east.

In its heyday, the Bose family farm was a centre of activity, according to Roger Bose.

Pioneer farm house in Cloverdale moves 350m for condo development http://www.vancouversun.com/story_print.html?id=8983751&sponsor=
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Workers finish placing the old Bose family home on its new foundation.

Photograph by: Arlen Redekop, Vancouver Sun

“We used to have barbecues in the bush for 150 people,” he said.

“In the 1940s, we had more winter than we had now. It would freeze up. There were be 400 to 500

people in the fields ice skating.”

The Bose family was in the dairy business for more than 60 years, and were considered to have one of

the best Holstein dairy herds in the Fraser Valley.

A total of three generations of the Bose family farmed the land until 2009, when it was divided into two

lots, with one being sold for the development.

Bob Bose was first elected to Surrey council in 1978. He was elected mayor in 1987, 1990 and 1993.

© Copyright (c) The Vancouver Sun
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BY CLAUDIA KWAN, SPECIAL TO THE SUN OCTOBER 15, 2013

The Main living area inside the two bedroom and 2 bath display unit at the Ridge at Bose Farms.

Photograph by: Ric Ernst, VANCOUVER SUN

If you should happen to arrive at the old Bose Farm on the right day at the right time, you might spot a

man with a full head of white hair walking around. He has good posture and bright blue eyes; it seems

hardly possible that he is in his eighth decade.

Roger Bose has made a habit of watching the development occurring on the Surrey land his family

owned for more than a century, beginning with patriarch Henry Bose in 1892. As Bose walks the

property, he reminisces about what the homestead used to be like.

“We used to have the cows pastured over here,” he gestures as he walks over a ridge of land. “We

had registered purebred Holsteins, 125 when the herd was at its largest. They were some of the best

cows in the country.”

They used horses to till the soil for potatoes. In the winter, the lower fields would flood and freeze, and

people would come over to ice skate. The same horses would be pressed into service to pull sleighs.

In 1950, the land was subdivided into two parcels for two branches of the family; that partly triggered

the decision to sell off the herd and convert the farm to producing vegetables, grain and hay. In later

years, Roger Bose remembers holding huge community salmon barbecues, and allowing Girl Guide

units to camp out.

In 2009, Rempel Development Group bought the parcel where The Ridge at Bose Farms is to be

located. That began the delicate dance of preserving some areas of the land, and opening up other

areas for development.

Bose family farm opens up for development in Surrey http://www.vancouversun.com/story_print.html?id=9038170&sponsor=
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“The decision was made to pull the homes back to one portion of the property, to allow 12 acres of

forest to be saved,” explains Nicole Castle of project marketer Fifth Avenue Real Estate. “Those lands

were then donated to the City of Surrey.”

The conservation efforts have also extended to some of the original buildings. A shed, built in 1948 to

milk the cows, will become a potting shed for residents using the community garden.

The family home, which housed four generations of Boses (Henry, Roger’s father, Roger and his

siblings, including former Surrey mayor Bob Bose, and Roger’s children), has been saved as well. It

has been moved 350 metres to a new foundation.

When the 1924 residence is restored, it will contain two guest suites on an upper floor.

“The main floor will have a layout similar to what it would have been like in Henry Bose’s time,” says

project architect Colin Hogan.

“There’s a kitchen, a living room, a library, an amenities room with a fireplace. We’re keeping the spirit

of the space, instead of just using it as a shell for residential units.”

The old potato barn has been lovingly restored with wood salvaged from other structures on the farm.

They matched the old growth timber by species, and cut it to size using old-fashioned square cuts,

meaning no rounded edges.

They fastened the new sections in by hand — no power tools allowed — and since all of the joins were

exposed, every cut had to be perfect.

The gambrel roof soars overhead, supported by huge buttresses.

Gambrel roofs are no longer common. Think of an elongated trapezoid.

The upper portion of the roof slopes at a shallow angle, forming a broad, flatter surface; the lower part

slopes sharply to the ground, creating “walls.”

The barn is naturally cooled by its foundation, and strategically placed cut-ins allow light to stream

through. That makes it ideal for future use as workshops or artist studios.

The second floor will be set aside as an event area for the strata, to hold movie nights or celebrations.

It will be paired with a “country club” new amenities building with a giant glass wall facing the potato

barn. People in the barn will always be able to watch the hub of activity, enlivening the development.

“Surrey has a very new feel to it. The city is growing very rapidly, and there is not a lot of heritage. It

was important to help preserve all of this,” Hogan says.

The new homes have been designed to appeal to first-time buyers, young families and downsizers

alike.

The hope is that they will form a mini-community of their own — of people who want the experience of

living country-style, surrounded by farmland, while being only minutes away from city amenities like

shopping, schools and entertainment.

The homes show off clean new details like kitchen islands with drawer storage, square dual kitchen

Bose family farm opens up for development in Surrey http://www.vancouversun.com/story_print.html?id=9038170&sponsor=
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sinks, stainless steel appliances, and high ceilings.

Central living areas are airy and filled with light; bedrooms are big enough to accommodate full-sized

furniture.

Bathrooms have frameless glass shower doors, oversized floor and wall tiles, and contemporary

vanities with deep sinks and plenty of storage space. Tubs are deep, suitable for soaking in, or

cleaning up a couple of children at the same time.

They are modern touches for buyers who will own a part of Surrey heritage.

In keeping with the spirit of the Bose farm being a gathering site for the community over the years, the

public release of the homes today will be marked with a harvest-style festival.

There will be live music, prizes, and not a few slices of pumpkin pie eaten. Don’t be surprised if you see

a Bose or two too, marking the next stage in both their family history and the history of the city.

Project: The Ridge at Bose Farms

Description: 253 condominiums in four wood-frame buildings spread over eight acre site; each building

is four storeys

Location: 16390 — 64th Avenue, Surrey

Residence sizes: 1 bed to 2 bed + dens; 444 — 1,100 sq. ft.

Prices: From $139,000

Developer: Rempel Development Group

Architect: Colin Hogan, Focus Architecture principal

Interior designer: Mae Suffron and Doris Wutzke, Creative Designworks

Sales centre: 16390 — 64th Avenue, Surrey

Hours: noon — 5 p.m., Sat — Thurs

Telephone: 604-888-5514

Website: theridgeatbosefarms.com

Occupancy: Spring 2015

© Copyright (c) The Vancouver Sun
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The master bedroom inside the two bedroom and 2 bath display unit at the Ridge at Bose Farms in Surrey

Photograph by: Ric Ernst, VANCOUVER SUN
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Rediscovering white as fresh, individual look
BY MARY FRANCES HILL, THE PROVINCE OCTOBER 28, 2013

SURREY, BC: OCTOBER 8, 2013 — The main living area inside the two bedroom and 2 bath display unit at the Ridge at Bose
Farms in Surrey, B.C. Tuesday October 8, 2013. (Ric Ernst / PNG) (Story by Claudia Kwan / Westcoast Homes) TRAX #:
00024364A [PNG Merlin Archive] For Westcoast Homes story by Claudia Kwan

Photograph by: Ric Ernst, Vancouver Sun

Project: The Ridge at Bose Farms

What: 253 condominiums in four four-storey wood-frame buildings spread over an eight-acre site

Where: 16390 - 64th Avenue, Surrey

Residence sizes and prices: 1-bed to 2-bed + dens; 444 — 1,100 sq. ft; phase one from $192,900;

phase two coming soon from $139,900

Builder and developer: RDG

Sales centre: 16390 - 64th Ave., Surrey

Hours: noon to 5 p.m., Saturday to Thursday

In the two display suites at The Ridge at Bose Farms, Mae Suffron and Doris Wutzke of Creative

Designworks may have advanced the reputation of all shades of white.

“At one time, when you saw white in a project, you thought ‘boring’. Not any more,” says Suffron,

Creative Designworks’ principal designer and the mind behind the suites in Rempel Development’s

253-unit condominium project.

One of the display suites at the project especially allows white to dominate walls and furnishings, with

Designers for Ridge at Bose Farms get a bright idea http://www.theprovince.com/story_print.html?id=9093020&sponsor=
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appropriate rustic brown accents adding a rural touch to the modern home.

“The use of white from paint to furnishings allows our climate of dull days to feel bright and refreshing …

White becomes the canvas on which we paint, to create an individual look.”

The Bose land on which the development will stand is steeped in history. The land surrounding the

development was originally owned by Henry Bose in the late 1800s. Generations of the Bose family

kept purebred Holsteins, horses to till the soil and used it for agricultural purposes into the 1950s.

That legacy will be kept intact in many ways. One structure once used to milk cows, for instance, will

become a potting shed for the homeowners’ community gardens. And the Bose family home will be

restored and contain two guest suites.

In both suites at the presentation centre, cool dances with character, modernity mixes it up with the

country touch.

The suites have wide appeal: established buyers respect the local history and natural beauty, while

first-time buyers may be attracted more to the contemporary mix, says Suffron.

In a bedroom, she’s placed a vintage-look print and wooden organizer on one wall, while in the living

room, a solid trunk-like coffee table sits a metre away from a modern white wall unit. These

faux-antique accents add warmth against a dominant white and touches of grey.

“The sense and feel of history is everywhere throughout the project. Our goal was to infuse this sense

of history into the modern lifestyle, which would create an appeal to all purchasers.”

Kitchen islands come equipped with drawer storage, square dual kitchen sinks and stainless steel

appliances.

Bathrooms have frameless glass shower doors, oversized floor and wall tiles, and contemporary

vanities with deep sinks.

The bedroom is just as light, but with the funk factor turned way up. Dresser drawers are covered in

antique ad-label lettering and a feature wall of wide planks is set against a modern bathroom.

In the dining room, Suffron decorated with thoughts of the homeowners’ activities in mind.

“We envisioned entertaining at the large dining island and serving up dinner from produce grown in the

communal gardens on site and thought, ‘How cool is that?’”

© Copyright (c) The Province
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SURREY, BC: OCTOBER 8, 2013 — The main living area inside the one bedroom and one bath display unit at the Ridge at
Bose Farms in Surrey, B.C. Tuesday October 8, 2013. (Ric Ernst / PNG) (Story by Claudia Kwan / Westcoast Homes) TRAX #:
00024364A [PNG Merlin Archive] For Westcoast Homes story by Claudia Kwan

Photograph by: Ric Ernst, Vancouver Sun
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Surrey's historic Bose buildings get new lease on life

Pioneer family’s home being restored and will play role in condo development

Amy Reid / The Now

October 2, 2013 02:05 PM

Roger Bose says he has a lot of fond memories of the Bose family home and is happy it is being restored. (Photo:

KEVIN HILL)

Roger Bose says he has a lot of fond memories of the Bose family home and is happy it is being restored. (Photo: KEVIN HILL)

CLOVERDALE — Three buildings belonging to a prominent pioneer family in Cloverdale are being restored and will

serve residents of a condo development being built on the property.

The Bose family home, built in 1924, was hoisted onto a new foundation Monday and will undergo heritage

revitalization, along with an old milk parlour and potato barn.

The developer, John Rempel of Rempel Development Group, negotiated with the City of Surrey for higher density on

the non-forested part of the property in exchange for dedicating the forest to the city. Approximately 12 acres of

trees are being protected as part of the development and the city plans to turn the forested area into a park.

The building restorations are said to be the largest heritage revitalization in Surrey in recent years and will be the

Surrey's historic Bose buildings get new lease on life - Surrey Now http://www.thenownewspaper.com/surrey-s-historic-bose-buildings-get...
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“It’s wonderful that our family home, having been a part of Surrey’s heartland for 89 years, will be enjoyed by future

generations on the farm it was built on,” said Bob.

Bob’s twin brother Roger Bose is also happy to see his family’s home restored.

Roger recalled fond memories of the family around the fireplace in the living room, particularly around Christmas.

Roger said the home had a wood stove in the kitchen, as well as a furnace.

“My mother was always the first one to get up in the morning and put a wood block on the furnace. She never had to

use a match. She was a good manager,” he said with a chuckle.

“And we have many good memories as kids playing out in the bush. We also had lots of barbecues and things in the

bush in later years. The family home was a very special place,” Roger said.

And the farm itself has quite a history.

Henry Bose, Roger and Bob’s grandfather, established the Cloverdale farm in 1892 after settling in British Columbia

from England. Henry operated a massive farming operation and became heavily involved with community

organizations and politics. Henry served as mayor from 1905 to 1909, as police magistrate for 35 years and on the

Surrey school board.

The property was originally 160 acres, mostly on the hillside, but when Henry married May Churchland in 1901, he

gave half of the land to his father-in-law, John Churchland, as a dowry.

Some produce was sold or traded to local residents, and Henry made a weekly trip by horse to a New Westminster

farmers’ market to sell vegetables, meat, eggs and butter.

When B.C. Electric Railway built the Interurban train line in 1910, it opened up a whole new market for the family.

Henry was a charter member of the Surrey Farmers’ Institute, which had a licence to sell dynamite for clearing land.

Dynamite was stored and distributed from the Bose farm for more than 40 years.

The farm also supplied thousands of bales of hay to Dairyland to feed horses, which were used to pull the milk

delivery wagons through the streets of Vancouver.

By that time, the farm had grown to 340 acres and produced 1,000 tons of potatoes, hay and grain, and had 75

cows.

When Henry died in 1951, his two sons Harry and Norman took over the farm.

The dairy herd was dispersed in 1963 and with that came the dissolution of the partnership of Harry and Norman.

The farm was never again the thriving operation it once was.

With no succession plan, the farm was finally dispersed for development.

And with that, the farm’s history came to its conclusion, but its legacy will live on in Surrey through the restoration of

its original buildings.

Condos in the development, called The Ridge at Bose Farms, are on sale now, by appointment. Call 604-888-5514.

The development’s grand opening is set for Oct. 12.
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The Globe and Mail - "As Surrey grows, trees are traded for density"  

 
 
"Sales start soon for a major condo development that got caught in the middle of a long 
battle to save significant old-growth forest in Cloverdale, BC. 
 
The Bose Farm had been a Surrey landmark since 1890, when Henry Bose bought 160 
acres, and began what became the Bose family legacy as farmers and public officials. His 
grandson, Bob Bose is a well-known former mayor and long-time councillor. And the 
Bose farm has long been a fixture of pastoral Cloverdale, one of the last surviving old 
family-run farms, says Henry's other grandson, Roger Bose, who grew up there and 
worked on the farm all his life. 
 
When his grandfather died, the property was left to his father and uncle, and the Bose 
farm was divided into two farms. Roger and his siblings sold their farm to a developer 
who found a way to preserve the 12 acres of forest as park, as well as relocate the 
family's heritage buildings to their lot and incorporate them into a condo development. 
 
The 12-acre forest on the other farm, with trees nearly 100 years old, didn’t fare as well. 
Mr. Bose estimates about three-quarters of the trees have been lost to development. But 
he says many people don’t understand that two separate properties are involved, and he 
managed to preserve all of his own forest, as well as the oldest buildings. 
 
“All the trees on our property were saved,” says Mr. Bose. “The trees on the other 
property, only about one quarter to one third were saved. City Hall didn’t get it right. 



Newspapers didn’t get it right. And the public gets all this misinformation. 
 
“We didn’t want to see them chopped down. We had to give up concessions on our 
property to save the trees, but they didn’t have to on their half.” 
 
As Surrey continues to develop, the trees continue to fall, to the dismay of residents. 
Developer John Rempel, who purchased the Bose land, says Mayor Dianne Watts urged 
him to save the old forest, so he was able to exchange trees for parkland and more density. 
In order to make the project financially viable, he switched from a plan for 40 single 
family homes to a new plan for 253 condos. The Bose barn, built in 1936, is being 
restored and renovated, as well as the family house. They will be used as amenities 
buildings for the residents who live at the Ridge At Bose Farms, a four-phase 
development that will take about three years to build out. Mr. Rempel sold off the 
agricultural portion of the land to a blueberry farmer. The property is still surrounded by 
farms and forest, says Mr. Rempel. The condo project will comprise about 7.5 acres. It 
took about four years to negotiate and obtain approvals, says Mr. Rempel. 
 
“We didn’t take any land out of the agricultural land reserve. The ALR boundary line 
runs through the dairy barn, but that’s being protected as a heritage site,” says Mr. 
Rempel. 
 
“Everyone thinks Surrey is new subdivisions and lots of families moving in, which is true, 
but in 50 years, people will be able to say, ‘that’s where the Bose farm was, and that’s 
what the original barn looked like.’ The Bose family came to Surrey in the late 1800s, 
and the family has been magistrates, police chiefs, councillors, the mayor, and they 
controlled most of the area. They are a very prominent family and the driving force in 
Surrey’s development over the years.” 
 
Henry Bose was also the president of the Surrey Co-Op, served on the Surrey School 
Board, was secretary of the Union of B.C. Municipalities and a long-time police 
magistrate, among many other public positions. For many years, the Bose farm, called 
Meadow Ridge, also grew hay for Dairyland’s cattle. At its peak of production, it 
produced 1,000 tons of potatoes, hay and grain, and had 75 milking cows. The dairy herd 
was sold off by 1963, and operations were scaled back. 
 
“With no succession plans, the farm was finally dispersed for development,” says Roger 
Bose. 
 
It was a B.C. institution and now it’s part of Surrey’s new wave of redevelopment. Condo 
prices are anticipated to start at $129,000 for studios and junior one bedrooms, and go as 
high as $329,900 for two bedrooms." 
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PETER MITHAM

Barn raising

When development rolls across farmland, it’s usually a case of barn razings rather than barn raisings.

Abbotsford-based Rempel Development Group is turning the tables on the traditional scenario, however,
with its development of the Ridge at Bose Farms, to be launched at the beginning of October.

Rempel has an 85-acre slice of the original 340-acre farm established on the site in 1892 by Henry Bose.
It intends to build 253 units in four low-rise buildings on approximately 7.5 acres of the property.

The centrepiece will be the farm’s original 1936 barn and a dairy shed, as well as the surrounding yard.

“The barnyard will look like what it would have in 1936,” said John Rempel, president of RDG
Management Ltd. “It will be a pretty spectacular building. It will be very significant, very prominent on
the hill.”

The shed will remain a shed while the barn, formerly used to store potatoes, will provide space for
meetings, movies and other events. And it will remain very much a barn – restored but unfinished, without
drywall, an ambient environment preserving all the freshness of the original farm.

While the restoration of the structures wasn’t cheap, it stands as a rare example of preserved farm
buildings in an urban setting. While the Salt building on False Creek and the nearby Opsal Steel building
have been incorporated into their surrounding developments, barns are usually tumble-down structures
whose heritage value is overlooked.

Rempel doesn’t see it that way.

“It was important ... so that people in the future would have an idea what a farm looked like up on the
hill,” he said.

Affordable ownership

Columns in this paper and elsewhere have taken advantage of a release of the latest National Household
Survey, based on the 2011 census, to tap casks of ink regarding the question of affordability.
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Yet the numbers Statistics Canada presents hold a surprise – for many people, home ownership is more
affordable than renting. Regionally, just 27.6% of homeowners dole out more than 30% of household
income each month on shelter. This compares with 44.7% of renters who face unaffordable shelter costs.

StatsCan’s data indicates that housing in Electoral District A – the UBC endowment lands – is the least
affordable in Metro Vancouver, with 54.8% of households in unaffordable housing. Renters are
particularly hard hit, with a stunning 68.8% in unaffordable accommodation.

Delta and Langley Township have some of the least vulnerable residents, with just 23.5% and 27.3% of
their residents, respectively, in unaffordable housing.

Meanwhile, Pitt Meadows is hospitable to renters, with just 34.8% facing unaffordable shelter costs.

But what’s most surprising in the latest data is how low shelter costs can go and still rank as unaffordable.

Langley City, for example, has the region’s cheapest average rents, at $877 a month – more than $200 less
than the Vancouver average of $1,089. Yet shelter costs are unaffordable for 48.7% of tenants, a greater
proportion than in Vancouver, where 46% of tenants lease unaffordable housing.

Burnaby also boasts cheaper average rents than Vancouver, but a greater proportion of overstretched
tenants.

Speaking of Delta ...

Delta may be home to a large slice of affordable housing, and Surrey-based Blexo Developments Ltd. is
poised to leverage that fact with the municipality’s first highrise development since the early 1990s.

The project will have 359 units in a concrete tower set to rise 37 storeys. It represents an investment of
approximately $60 million, according to the B.C. Major Projects Inventory.

The project stirred strong emotions during the approval process. Residents surrounding the site at 11941
80th Avenue (at Scott Road) objected to highrise construction in what is largely a low-rise neighbourhood.
The nearest towers are located across the street, but both are less than half the height of Blexo’s
development.

Delta mayor Lois Jackson was unavailable for comment prior to deadline, but materials distributed before
a press event slated for October 2 tout the tower as igniting “the economic rebirth of North Delta.”
According to the press materials, Jackson expects further densification in the Scott Road corridor will
follow Blexo’s lead. •

© Copyright 2013, Business In Vancouver
Story URL: http://www.biv.com/article/20131001/BIV0320/310019933/-1/BIV/rural-history-preserved-
in-bose-farms-development-housing
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The Ridge at Bose Farms  

By Rempel Development Group  
16420 64 Avenue Surrey  
Sales from CAD$139,900 To over CAD$234,900 
 

  
The Ridge at Bose Farms is a new condo project by Rempel Development Group 
currently in preconstruction at 16420 64 Avenue in Surrey. Sales for available 
condos/apartments range in price from CAD$139,900 to over CAD$234,900.  

Project Details 

DEVELOPMENT NAME The Ridge at Bose Farms  
DEVELOPER(S) Rempel Development Group  
BUILDING TYPE Condo/Apartment  
OWNERSHIP TYPE Condominium  
ADDRESS 16420 64 Avenue  
NEIGHBOURHOOD/CITY Surrey  
STATE/PROVINCE British Columbia  
POSTAL CODE V3S 0W3  
Sales Center Phone # 604-888-5514  



CONSTRUCTION STATUS Preconstruction  
STATUS Selling  
Sales Started October 2013  
UNIT SIZES From 444 Sq Ft To 1071 Sq Ft  
SALES COMPANY Fifth Avenue Real Estate Marketing  
MARKETING COMPANY Fifth Avenue Real Estate Marketing  

$ Prices 

SALE PRICES(AVAILABLE UNITS) From CAD$139,900 To over CAD$234,900  

Project Summary 

From The Ridge at Bose Farms:  
 
The Ridge at Bose Farms is a collection of bold new country condos on an old Surrey 
landmark – the historic Bose Family Farm. Established in 1892, the Bose Farm's legacy 
will live on here, through a full restoration of its barn and dairy shed. These heritage 
elements will be the centerpiece for the community, with built-in amenities that will 
make it a valuable resource for all.  
 
The Ridge at Bose Farms. Country views. Modern luxuries.  
Your piece of the heartland.  
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